Building, Optimizing and Maintaining a Portfolio: Agenda
Purpose/Goal: Review and implement techniques discussed in the May 06
Computerized Investing seminar on a portfolio.
A $100K portfolio created from stocks from the Zweig screen run on
1/31/03 (Zweig0302) is used to illustrate the concepts and process.
Major topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Controlling Volatility using RiskGrades
(RG)
Position Sizing based on RG volatility
Trailing Stops based on RG volatility
The Zweig0302 Screen
Finding RG Values
Portfolio Initialization: Equal Weighted
Portfolio Initialization: RG Weighted
Portfolio Initialization: SD Weighted
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buy & Hold Results: Equal, RG, SD
weighted
Selling: The Stop Loss Spread Sheet
New Stocks: The Zweig0303 Candidates
New Stocks: The Purchasing Spread Sheet
Homework (!!)
SS questions (time permitting)
Appendices (reference only)
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Controlling Volatility using RiskGrades (1)
• The Zweig0302 portfolio uses RiskGrades (RG) as the
measure of stock and portfolio volatility
– The goal is to have the Zweig0302 portfolio RG be below the RG
of the IWM and as near as possible to the SPY

• Candidate stocks use RiskGrades in 2 ways :
– To determine the trailing stop and position size ($$ invested) if the
stock were to be added to the portfolio
– To minimize portfolio RG when adding stocks to the portfolio
• This means only adding stocks that maintain or reduce portfolio RG

• Alternative measures of risk:
– Standard deviation, semi-standard deviation, ATRs, etc.
– RG used since convenient; RG site provides many metrics, charts
useful for review and analysis; AAII uses RG
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Homework
What is standard deviation, semi-standard deviation and Average True Range
(ATR)? (Note: Not looking for the equations - just a sense of what they measure)
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Controlling Volatility using RiskGrades (2)

Above explanations taken
from RiskGrades site
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Position Sizing Based on RG Volatility (1)
• Position Sizing: Also known as trade sizing
• Key terms to understand and differentiate between:
– Position size $$: total $$ devoted to stock purchase
– Bet size $$: $$ at risk of loss (usually a target amount $$, percentage %)

• The Zweig0302 portfolio uses a Fixed Fractional betting
strategy
– Each trade risks (bets) a certain amount of portfolio equity - e.g., 1%

• Fixed Fractional is an anti-Martingale betting strategy
– Bet size $$ increases/decreases as account equity $$ increases/decreases

• For a given bet size ($$), the trailing stop loss and position
size vary with the volatility of the stock
– Volatile stocks have larger trailing stops, smaller positions ($$)
– Stable stocks have smaller trailing stops, larger positions ($$)
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Homework:
Given the same $$ to invest and the same bet size ($$, %), which portfolio will
require more stocks: A portfolio of high volatility stocks, or a portfolio of low
volatility stocks? Why?
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Position Sizing Based on RG Volatility (2)
• Key terms to understand and differentiate between:
– Position size $$: total $$ devoted to stock purchase
– Bet size $$: $$ at risk of loss (target)

• Example: Given the following parameters..
–
–
–
–

Total portfolio size: $100K
Stock A: Price $10/share; RG=100, stop loss = 10%
Stock B: Price $20/share; RG=200, stop loss = 20% (2x Stock A)
Bet size $$ = 1% of portfolio = $100K x .01 = $1,000

• To determine the amount of stock purchased...
– Position size $$ = ( Bet size $$ ) / ( stop loss %)
– Stock A: Position size $$ = $1,000 / 10% = $10,000 (= 1,000 shares)
– Stock B: Position size $$ = $1,000 / 20% = $5,000 (= 250 shares)

• Choosing Stock B results in extra $$ available for further purchases
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Homework
- If you had a portfolio of high volatility stocks requiring 40% stops each, and you
wanted to maintain a 1% bet size, how many stocks would you need?
- If you had a portfolio of low volatility stocks requiring 10% stops each, and you
wanted to maintain a 1% bet size, how many stocks would you need?
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Trailing Stop Percentages Based on RG Volatility
• A trailing stop - based on stock volatility (RG) - is the basic
stop mechanism employed in the Zweig0302 portfolio
• What is the basis for determining the trailing stop?
– Russell 2000 index (IWM ETF) volatility (RG) is the standard
• Example: IWM RG = 100, trailing stop of 10%

– A stock’s trailing stop is based on its RG vs. that of the IWM
• Example: StockA RG = 200 (2X IWM RG) =>
StockA stop = 2X IWM stop = 2X 10% = 20%

– The trailing stop is capped at 30%
• Discretionary amount based on (my) maximum tolerable loss

• So, how did I determine the IWM trailing stop?
– Performed study on various trailing stop losses and how they
compared to a Buy & Hold strategy on the index
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Homework
- If you require the bet size to be 1%, does it matter whether you have high volatility
stocks requiring large (40-60%) trailing stops? Why or why not?
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Portfolio Initialization: The Zweig0302 Screen

The 20 stock portfolio above was created by running
the canned SIPro Zweig screen on the 1/31/03 CD.
10/24/06
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Homework
- What Stock Investor (SI) view am I using above?
- What sort did I use above?
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Portfolio Initialization: The Zweig0302 Portfolio

5 stocks no longer exist - we will work with resulting
15 stock portfolio shown above
10/24/06
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Homework
- How did I get the above information into a spreadsheet?
- What SS sort did I use above?
- Not all columns on the SS are shown - how did I do this?
- What may have happened to the 5 companies to eliminate them from the market?
- How many sectors are present in SI? What are the dominant sectors that are found
by this screen? Given 20 stocks in the portfolio, does this represent a well
diversified set of stocks?
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Finding RiskGrade Values (1)

After registering at RiskGrades, click on the
“CREATE NEW PORTFOLIO” button
10/24/06
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Finding RiskGrade Values (2)

Screen capture of
portfolio entry
window at RiskGrades
(Here I am entering the
Equal Weight portfolio)
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Homework
- What is a quick way to get the RGs of a group of stocks?
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Finding RiskGrade Values (3)

After creating the
portfolio you can
get individual RG
values and current
portfolio RG values
from this table
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Homework
- If you were to equal weight this portfolio today what would the resulting portfolio
RG be? Why is it different?
- Why is the Risk Impact of PETD so high?
- Why is the Risk Impact of QFAB so low?
- Why is the Risk Impact of JOUT so low?
- For this Buy &Hold portfolio: How many winners and losers do you have?
- Which are the biggest winner, loser?
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Portfolio Initialization: Equal Weighted (1)
• First attempt to initialize the portfolio will be to put equal $$ amounts
into each of the 15 stocks in Zweig0302
– Each stock represents 6.7% of the portfolio (1/15 = 6.7%)
– Using a default trailing stop of 25% results in a 1.7% bet size
• Bet size (%) = Trailing stop (%) * Position size (% of portfolio)
• Bet size (%) = 25% * 6.7% = 1.7% bet size

– To achieve a 1% bet size with this portfolio would have to use a tighter stop specifically 15%
• Trailing stop (%) = Bet size (%) / Position size (% of portfolio)
• Trailing stop (%) = 1 % / 6.7 % = 15%
• This is probably too tight a stop for most stocks

– Alternatively, could add stocks to the portfolio to reduce bet size
• # Stocks = 1/ Position size (% of portfolio) = Stop (%) / Bet Size (%)
• # Stocks = 25 % / 1 % = 25
• Additional stocks can be added to the portfolio by loosening screen criteria or by adding
new stocks each month

– For this example will continue with 15 stocks, 25% stop, 1.7% bet size

• Next slide shows Zweig0302-EqlWghtStrt worksheet
10/24/06
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Homework
- Why do you think that I say 15% is too tight a stop for most stocks?
- What happens if you use too tight a stop?
- Assume a screen produces too few stocks: How would you go about loosening
screening criteria to add stocks to the portfolio?
- As you buy and sell stocks over time where would you put the $$ when not
invested in stocks?
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Portfolio Initialization: Equal Weighted (2)

After entering indicated data, SS will compute various
statistics, amounts for you
10/24/06
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Homework
- Where did I get the beta and price from?
- How could I get columns B-E semi-easily from SIPro?
- The beta in MDTH is assumed to be 1. What else could I have done with this
missing beta?
- Why does the approximate cost (column I) not match the target cost (column G)?
- Why does the average beta differ slightly from the $$ weighted beta? The $$
weighted RG?
- How did I get the RGs for IWM and SPY?
- What is the equation for diversification benefit (cell L28)? What does this
represent?
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Portfolio Initialization: RG Weighted (1)
• Our second attempt to initialize the portfolio will be to put varying $$
amounts into each of the 15 stocks in Zweig0302 based on RG
volatility. A few new columns are introduced:
– Stop loss % is now calculated based on RG volatility vs. IWM
• In our example some manual overrides are used to limit the stop loss to 30%

– An “Ideal Target $$” based on bet size, stop loss and total $$ is calculated
• This ideal size may require more or less funds than are available

– The “100% Funds Target $$” is calculated to use all available funds
• This is a simple scale up or scale down of the ideal target
• This may increase (scaling up) or decrease (scaling down) the bet size

• Other information calculated as in equal weight SS
• Next slide shows Zweig0302-RGWghtStrt worksheet
– In our example I increased the bet size to use all funds (for easy
comparison to equal weight portfolio)
10/24/06
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Homework
- Why did I limit my stops to 30%? Is this needed?
- If you require a set bet size (e.g., 1%) and the ideal target $$ and 100% funds
target $$ does not match by a significant amount - how do you address this?
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Portfolio Initialization: RG Weighted (2)
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Homework
- What is the equation for calculating the stop loss (cell g3)?
- Why did I override PMRY’s stop loss? What is the calculated stop for PMRY? What impact does
a smaller stop have on PMRY and the portfolio?
- What is the equation for 100% funds scaling?
- Why is the $$ weighted beta lower than the average beta??
- Why is the $$ weighted RG lower than the average RG??
- Why do most $$ weighted RG stocks have the same value (14)? Why don’t PMRY and STTX
have a $$ weighted RG of 14?
- What’s the highest beta stock in the portfolio? Is it the highest RG stock? Why not?
- What’s the lowest beta stock in the portfolio? Is it the lowest RG? Why not?
- What is the RG of the overall portfolio? How does this compare to the equal weight portfolio?
Which is the “better” portfolio? Why?
- Suppose this portfolio could be optimized to have the lowest RG-weighting with 10 stocks (I.e., 5
stocks get 0% weightings). Is this good or bad? Why?
- Does your answer change if the optimized portfolio has 5 stocks? 1 stock? Why?
- What risks do you take on when you reduce the number of stocks in the portfolio is reduced
(regardless if the SD, RG is optimized)? All else being equal, what happens to your bet size?
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Portfolio Initialization: SD Weighted (1)
• Our final attempt to initialize the portfolio will be to put varying $$
amounts into each of the 15 stocks in Zweig0302 based on standard
deviation (SD).
– The RG column (column F) is now replaced with an SD column
– Stop loss %, position size, etc. are now calculated based on the stock SD
vs. the IWM SD

• SD for stocks and portfolio were calculated
– Used 36 month lookback period with monthly prices
– Details, spreadsheet not shown, provided (trust me!!)
– Bob Smithson’s session/SS tool will allow you to calculate this easily
• Not hard to do in Excel, either

• Other information calculated as in the RG weighted SS
• Next slide shows Zweig0302-SDWghtStrt worksheet
– In our example I increased the bet size to use all funds (for easy
comparison to other portfolios)
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Homework
- What is the Excel function to compute SD?
- Why did I use monthly prices to calculate SD (vs., e.g., daily SDs)?
- What factors would you consider in deciding how long a lookback period should be used in
calculating SDs? For example, I used 36 months - why not 24 months? 60 months?
- Thought question: How would you calculate the SD for any of the stocks in this portfolio?
- Thought question: How would you calculate the SD for the entire portfolio?
- Extra credit: Calculate the standard deviation for DHOM as of 1/31/03 using monthly data from
Yahoo!. Does it match the value I came up with?
- Super extra credit: Calculate the standard deviation for the SD weighted portfolio. Does it match
the value I came up with?
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Portfolio Initialization: SD Weighted (2)

10/24/06
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Homework
- Are the SD-based trailing stops, position sizes the same as for RGs? Which stock has the most significant
difference? Are the SD, RG figures significantly different? Which stock has the least difference? Are the SD,
RG figures significantly different?
- Assuming there is a significant difference between RG and SD stops, position sizes for a stock, what does this
suggest has happened to that stock’s volatility over time? In this case, which trailing stop, position size would
you use: SD-weights or RG-weighted? Why?
- One guideline suggests that investors should set their trailing stops at 2X the monthly SD. Suppose you did
that with this portfolio - would the stops grow larger or smaller? Would this cause more or less stocks to be
needed in a portfolio? Where do you think this guideline originates from? Does this guideline make sense to
you?
- What is the equation for calculating the stop loss (cell g3)?
- Why are there no stop loss overrides in this SS?
- What is the equation for 100% funds scaling?
- Why is the $$ weighted beta lower than the average beta??
- Why is the $$ weighted SD lower than the average SD??
- Why do all $$ weighted SD stocks have the same value (0.89%)?
- What’s the highest beta stock in the portfolio? Is it the highest SD stock? Why or why not?
- What’s the lowest beta stock in the portfolio ? Is it the lowest SD stock? Why or why not?
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Buy & Hold Results: Volatility (RG)

• Measured by average RG over time period, equal weight approach
beats the RG-weighted approach ( 99 RG vs. 110 RG - 11% greater)
• Both approaches above IWM RG most of the time period
10/24/06
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Homework
- How did I get these 2 curves?
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Buy & Hold Results: Performance

• Both curves have same shape - high slope through 2/05, flat-ish since
• RG weighted slightly outperforms equal weight portfolio
10/24/06
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Homework
- How did I get these 2 curves?

19

Buy & Hold Results: Performance

10/24/06
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Selling: The Stop Loss Spreadsheet (1)
• The Stop Loss SS takes advantage of the RG calculations made during
the buying process
• Stops are checked each weekend - market orders are used to sell and
occur on Monday morning’s open
• Several trailing stop losses are implemented:
– A Trailing Stop (Selling Rule)
– An Adjusted Trailing Stop (Guideline/Advisory)
• Adjust trailing stop for losses relative to IWM since last stock peak
• Attempt to guard against under-performing the index since last stock peak

– A Purchase Stop (Guideline/Advisory)
• Adjust trailing stop for losses relative to IWM since stock purchase
• Attempt to guard against under-performing the index since stock purchase

• Guideline/Advisory serves as flag to consider selling
– Example: Low volatility stocks easily set off the adjusted, purchase stops IWM can easily outperform a low volatility (<10%) stock
10/24/06
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Selling: The Stop Loss Spreadsheet (2)
IWM Gain since last stock peak
Loss since last peak

IWM Gain since
purchase

Gain since purchase

Weekly price history

IWM price history

Max/Peak price hit
10/24/06

IWM at last stock peak

RGs at
time of purchase

Ratios of stock Vs.
IWM gain since purchase
and last stock peak
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Homework:
- Where does the date column come from? Why did I pick that source?
- Why do I need the stock/IWM purchase RS check?
- What is the equation for determining the max price value - e.g., in column D?
- What is the equation for setting the adjusted purchase stop flag - e.g., in column M?
- Could you use stop orders to implement the above? What are the advantages, disadvantages of
doing it this way?
- How often should you reset trailing stops, position sizes due to changes in RGs? Why?
- Do the SS, rules laid out in this presentation advocate updating stops, position sizes based on
changing RGs? Why or why not?
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Selling: The 25% Stop Loss Spreadsheet (3)

Trade ends with 110% gain.
Peak gain of 181% on 3/1/04
10/24/06

25% trailing stop
loss since last peak

Sell flag goes off
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Homework:
- On the 25%StopTracking SS: When you move forward through time which stocks
in the portfolio get sold, and when?
- On the RGStopTracking SS: When you move forward through time which stocks
in the portfolio get sold, and when?
- Could you build an SD-based stop tracking SS? If so, how?
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Selling: The RG Stop Loss Spreadsheet (4)

Trade ends with 27% loss.
Peak gain of 0% on 1/27/03

Sell flag goes off

Example from RGStopTracking WS - will
be used as stock replacement example
10/24/06
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Homework:
- How much did the IWM decline by 2/18/03? Do you think this means that
MDTH suffered due to a general market decline or a problem with MDTH?
- Did you have any warning that MDTH was in trouble?
- How does the loss on MDTH compare to its trailing stop loss? How could you
have attempted to prevent this difference?
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Selling: The Stop Loss Spreadsheet (5)

1st split
adjustment

2nd split
adjustment

Depending on data source, tools used may need to adjust for splits in data stream.
This happens twice in the case of MRTN.
10/24/06
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Homework:
- How do I determine if a split has occurred?
- What are the equations for the adjustments for a stock split (e.g., in cells au21,
av21)?
- What are the other splits that will impact the portfolio?
- Can you get the SS to factor in splits for you? If so, how?
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Selling: Additional Selling Rules
Besides the trailing stop loss strategy, additional selling
rules are used to handle special circumstances:
• “Too Big” rule: Sell a stock if it composes > 20% of the portfolio
– Too much risk, $$ riding on a single stock
– Rule would sell 50% of stock, re-distribute cash to new purchases
– Rule would probably have been used on PETD (35% of RG-weighted B&H
portfolio)

•

“2 year laggard” rule: If a stock is not materially out-performing the IWM after
2 years - sell it
– Additional check to adjusted stop loss guidelines

•
•

M&A rule: If a stock is acquired, sell the stock
Tax loss rule: Sell on the 51st week of ownership if have a significant (>5%)
loss
– Take your losses early and make them short-term for tax purposes
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Homework:
- On the 25%StopTracking SS: Is there any 2 year laggard rule fallout? Any Tax
loss rule fallout?
- On the RGStopTracking SS: Is there any 2 year laggard rule fallout? Any Tax loss
rule fallout?
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New Stocks: The Zweig0303 Candidates (1)

The 12 stock output above was created by running
the canned SIPro Zweig screen on the 2/28/03 CD.
10/24/06
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Homework
- Which SIPro view am I using above?
- Which sort did I use above?
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New Stocks: The Zweig0303 Candidates (2)

2 stocks (EELN, EASI) no longer exist. 2 stocks
(ABBI, HW) have changed names and/or tickers.
We will work with the remaining 10 stock candidates
shown above.
10/24/06
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Homework
- How did I determine that EELN and EASI no longer exist?
- How did I determine that ABBI and HW had new symbols?
- Are there any common stocks between the Zweig0302 and Zweig0303 screens?
Why or why not?
- How many sectors are represented in the 10 surviving stocks? Is this good or bad?
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New Stocks: The Zweig0303 Candidates (3)

Created a custom view to help me rank stocks.
- PEH_Y1: Highest PE obtained last calendar year
- EPS_EG5: EPS Growth estimate
- EPSCON_12M : EPS-Continuing 12m (TTM)
10/24/06
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Homework
- I chose PEH_Y1 as an estimate of a high PE for 2003. What other options does
Stock Investor provide? Which would you have chosen and why?
- I chose EPS-EG5 as an estimate of the long term earnings growth rate. What other
options does Stock Investor provide? Which would you have chosen and why?
- I chose EPSCON_12M as an estimate of current EPS. What other options does
Stock Investor provide? Which would you have chosen and why?
- I chose a simple EPS-driven model to estimate a future target price. What other
models does Stock Investor provide? Where can you find these in SI?
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New Stocks: The Purchasing Spreadsheet (1)

RG of existing stocks in portfolio

Average RG of portfolio (203) and
portfolio RG from RG site (70)
Portfolio stats: total size, bet size in
percent risked and dollars risked
RGs of various indices:
SPY = SP500, MDY = MidCapSPYDR, IWM = R2K
10/24/06
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Homework:
- How did I calculate the total size of the portfolio (cell I22)?
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New Stocks: The Purchasing Spreadsheet (2)

Stock and stock price added from
screen output.
RG of each stock added (from RG site)
Stop loss column computes stop loss based
on stock Vs. IWN RG. Note pink shaded
cell reflects 30% override
10/24/06
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Homework
- What is the calculation for stop loss% (e.g., cell E27)?
- What stop loss does ABBI want from the RG calculation? Would you have
allowed this large a stop?
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New Stocks: The Purchasing Spreadsheet (3)
Based on stop loss calculations, SS then determines
the amount to invest ($amount column) and the number
of shares to purchase (#shares column)
Based on these values, the RG site is used (in
“What if” mode) to determine the new Portfolio RG
Note that any stock increasing the portfolio RG
is excluded from further analysis (in this case HOV)
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Homework
- What is the equation for the number of shares (e.g., in cell F29)?
- Why did I override the #shares for WHI, UGI and other stocks? How did I come
up with the number of shares?
- Suppose no new stock lowered RG volatility - what would you do then? Why?
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New Stocks: The Purchasing Spreadsheet (4)
To pick between the stocks I used the info exported
from the NewPurchase view to rank on target vs.
current price multiple. The target price is computed
by taking last calendar year’s high PE times an
estimate of future EPS. The future Est. EPS is based
on analyst’s EPS growth rate and TTM EPS from
continuing operations.
Obviously many other figures of merit may be calculated
for ranking these stocks. This includes using other rating,
ranking services (e.g., Schwab, S&P, VV)
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Homework
- What is the equation for calculating the target price (e.g., in cell L27)?
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New Stocks: The Purchasing Spreadsheet (5)
Updated SS with RGs
of all stocks (old and new)
in portfolio

Note lower RG
for new portfolio

10/24/06
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Homework (!!)
•

Assignment 1: Answer the questions on the slides
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Assignment #2: Initialize the Portfolios created in the last session’s homework
–
–
–

•

Use the exported data created from the O’Shaugnessy Sm-Cap Gw-Val-e-r and Dividend Yield w/SGR screens
Initialize using the equal RiskGrade approach (I.e., the RGWghtStart worksheet)
For extra credit, initialize using the equal SD approach (I.e., the SDWghtStart worksheet)

Assignment #3: Initialize your own portfolio (Extra Credit, Optional)
–
–
–

•

Questions are in the notes view of the presentation
Some questions asked have no “right” answer - up to interpretation, view of the individual
Some questions deal with Stock Investor (SI) and how it is used, information it can make available for use.
Some questions may/will require you to visit Yahoo!! Finance, do some Googling, visit the RiskGrade site, etc.
This is also part of the process (we all need references to answer questions as we make investment decisions).
Some questions will require you to understand equations in excel worksheets
Some questions will cause you to “walk forward” in time to see what happens to the portfolio (e.g., sell
decisions based on trailing stops occurring). Welcome to a form of back-testing.
There are extra credit questions dealing with SDs of stocks and portfolios. Be forewarned: These will take
significant time and effort - but you will have some useful SS when you’re done

Using your SI CD, run the Zweig screen and create an Equal and RG - weighted portfolio
Use current (today’s) RGs for optimization. (If you are motivated to do so, there is a way to get historical RGs
for stocks and portfolios - but it is painful.)
There are no pre-determined answers here - I’ll help via Q&A but this is largely self-study

Assignment #4: Do a walk-forward test of your trailing stops (Extra Credit, Optional)
–
–

10/24/06

Create a sell spreadsheet for your portfolio and perform walk-forward testing to see which stocks get sold,
when and why
There are no pre-determined answers here - I’ll help via Q&A but this is largely self-study
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Appendix: References (1)
Tools needed to perform this type of analysis
•
•

Internet access, web browser: pick your favorite ISPs, SW vendor
Stock screening tools
–
–

Either StockInvestor (SI) or Stock Investor Professional (SIPRo) are excellent tools
AAII site allows you to download weekly updates

–

Historical data, CDs useful for studies like this - remember to keep the CDs!!

•

•

RiskGrade account:
–

•

http://www.aaii.com/stockinvestor/downloads/

High points of site touched on in presentation - good site to spend some time at putting together
portfolios, examining charts, etc.

Spreadsheet tools:
–
–

Excel or equivalent needed
No macro programming knowledge needed for this exercise

–

Several plug-ins would help in downloading, maintaining stock pricing spreadsheets. Some
examples: (no product plugs - just pointers)

•

•
•

–
–

10/24/06

There are macros in the sell SS to download stocks

Analyzer Excel (package I use): http://www.analyzerxl.com/order.htm
XLQPlus also gets good marks and has an interface to SIPro DB: http://www.qmatix.com/XLQ.htm

Bob Smithson’s session will provide SS & tools that will aid in this analysis
In a pinch, can go to Yahoo!! and directly download price history into a SS
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Appendix: References (2)
Reference Books
•
•
•
•

James P. O’Shaugnessy’s What Works on Wall Street can form the basis of many
passive portfolios
Bill Matson’s Data Driven Investing performs studies similar to O’Shaugnessy’s
Ralph Vince’s The Mathematics of Money Management: Risk Analysis Techniques
for Traders is a good general text on money management techniques
Tom Stridsman’s Trading Systems that Work is an excellent trading system
development text covering a number of topics touched on in these talks (e.g., exit
design, money management)

Web Sites/URLs
•

URL on position sizing articles, tools:

•

URL for RiskGrades information:

•

URL for SIPro information:

http://www.adaptrade.com/Articles/index.htm

http://www.aaii.com/riskgrades/

http://www.aaii.com/stockinvestor/

•

URL for AAII article on the Zweig screen
http://www.aaii.com/stockscreens/screendata/overview.cfm?screen=Zweig
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